
Snowkite in Geilo
Snowkiting on the World’s
biggest snowkite plateau

Hey you ! When was the 
last time you did 

something for the first 
time ?





To be free. Free as the wind. Free to fly 

away, stop, then start again. Free to 

live your passion, to stop time in front 

of a preserved nature. 

At Snowkite Sensation, we believe in 

simple pleasures and this is precisely 

what we offer you: freedom. This is 

why our trips are tailor-made for 

snowkiting enthusiasts by snowkiting 

enthusiasts. Our clients are free to 

choose among our services, with 

multiple options available to them.

Freedom is also moments of 

conviviality, whilst you can enjoy 

intense riding sensations, you also 

want to share them. So take a look at 

our snowkite travel collection, because 

what we have to offer, we have already 

done.

Lovers of wide open spaces and 

freedom, snowkiting is for you.

 ADVENTURE. AND .KITING. 
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As you probably already know, 

Norway is renowned as one of 

the most popular destinations 

for snowkiting. Once you touch 

down in Oslo and spend your 

first night exploring the vibrant 

Viking capital, your exciting 

snowkiting journey begins in 

the charming town of Geilo in 

Southern Norway. While this 

destination is primarily known 

for its exceptional ski resorts 

and extensive mountain trails, 

it’s also home to one of the 

world’s most renowned 

snowkiting locations, the 

mesmerizing Hardangervidda 

plateau. This is where your 

extraordinary snowkiting 

adventure amidst Norway’s 

awe-inspiring landscapes takes 

flight. If you’re lucky, you might 

even have the opportunity to 

snowkite alongside the local 

wildlife, including magnificent 

elks!

 YOUR. .ADVENTURE.
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Geilo welcomes snowkiters of 

all skill levels, making it the 

perfect place to start honing 

your newfound passion. The 

prime time to experience the 

thrill of snowkiting here is 

from February to April. 

Even if the winds happen to 

be uncooperative during your 

stay, there’s no need to worry. 

Geilo offers a plethora of 

alternative winter activities 

right at your doorstep, from 

traditional skiing and 

invigorating cross-country 

skiing to sledding, dog 

sledding, and various other 

winter adventures. Rest 

assured, your visit to Geilo, 

Norway, promises an 

unforgettable journey into 

the world of snowkiting, 

where you can transform your 

winter dreams into reality!



The vast expanse of the 3,422 

km² Hardangervidda plateau 

unfolds as an immense 

playground for snowkiting 

enthusiasts! At a brisk 30 

Km/h, you can embark on 

boundless expeditions across 

this remarkable plateau, with 

each day offering fresh and 

captivating locations to 

explore.

What’s more, there’s an 

extraordinary opportunity to 

participate in the 

larger-than-life Red Bull 

Ragnarok event, where 

snowkiters from over 30 

nations converge on the 

magnificent Hardangervidda 

plateau for an epic showdown. 

 THE. .SPOTS. 

https://www.snowkitesensation.com/snowkite-redbull-ragnarok-2021/
https://www.snowkitesensation.com/snowkite-redbull-ragnarok-2021/


The Red Bull Ragnarok 

typically takes center stage in 

March, attracting roughly 400 

skilled kiters vying for victory 

in the world’s most extensive 

snowkiting competition.

In this breathtaking setting, 

your snowkiting adventures 

are elevated to new heights. 

With endless tracts of pristine 

snow and a chance to partake 

in this prestigious 

competition, you’re in for an 

exhilarating experience 

amidst the majestic 

Norwegian landscape!



Learn the basics of 

snowkiting on the 

Hardangervidda plateau  . 

The concept of snowkiting is 

quite simple and you don’t 

need to be an expert skier or 

snowboarder to enjoy the 

many sensations provided 

by the speed and the jumps 

this activity allows. A couple 

of lessons are usually 

enough for anybody to get 

the hang of the equipment.

Though physical at first, it is 

not as extreme as 

kitesurfing, and more 

generally, it takes a lot less 

wind to move you across the 

snow than if you were 

kitesurfing on water. 
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 YOUR. .SNOWKITE.  
.LESSONS.
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Snowkiting is enjoyable on 

any type of snow: powder, 

sludge snow, ice (frozen 

lakes). This makes it a very 

flexible sport that can be 

practiced in many different 

locations as long as they are 

windy enough. Rest assured, 

snowkite beginners who 

already know how to kite 

and ski/snowboard will be 

able to manage on their first 

session!



 VESTLIA   HOTEL.



Situated beside the vast Hardangervidda mountain 

plateau, a mere 2 km from Geilo train station, Hotel 

Vestlia Resort stands as a ski-in ski-out haven offering 

lodge-style guest rooms. Crafted by celebrated 

Norwegian architect Helene Hennie, these rooms 

feature charming and comfortable décor. The in-house 

restaurant showcases seasonal Norwegian, Italian, and 

French cuisine, while the café-bar offers lighter options. 

After exhilarating snowkite sessions, revel in après-ski 

drinks by the open fire at Hunter’s Bar. Indulge in luxury 

treatments and relaxation facilities, ensuring the 

perfect respite from your thrilling snowkiting 

adventures. Stay active at the fully equipped fitness 

center for a complete experience.



 BARDØLA   HOTEL.
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In the heart of Geilo, hotel Bardøla presents a blend of 

modern comfort with distinctive Norwegian charm in its 

rooms. Adjacent to the winter sports resort, skiers relish 

the convenience, complemented by exquisite traditional 

cuisine and exclusive wine tastings in the intimate cellar. 

For those seeking warmth after chilly adventures, the 

indoor leisure area and pool provide perfect relaxation. 

Hotel Bardøla caters to diverse preferences, ensuring a 

delightful stay for everyone.



Unfortunately, as you 

would know if you kitesurf 

often, the wind even in 

perfect and renown kiting 

spots doesn’t always 

pan-out. So we at Snowkite 

Sensation make sure that 

there is plenty for you to do 

in this unfortunate 

scenario.

Other winter sports: Geilo, 

renowned for its winter 

wonderland, offers a wide 

array of activities beyond 

snowkiting. Whether 

you’re inclined towards 

cross-country skiing, 

downhill skiing, or seeking 

exhilaration through 

biathlon, dog sledding, 

sledging, snowmobiling, 

and more, Geilo has you 

covered for an 

action-packed winter 

adventure.

IN CASE OF LOW WIND 
CONDITIONS
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Gastronomy: delve into the 

diverse world of Norwegian 

cuisine, a land of culinary 

delights. From the majestic king 

crabs of Honningsvåg, renowned 

for their succulent claws, to the 

unique rakfish crafted from dried 

cod or trout, not forgetting the 

iconic sardines of Stavanger and 

the globally celebrated 

Norwegian salmon, known for its 

exceptional quality. Norway’s 

culinary tapestry is adorned with 

an array of flavors.

Meat lovers won’t be 

disappointed either, with 

tantalizing options like ‘Fårikål’ 

prepared with deer or reindeer, 

veal meatballs known as 

‘kjøttkaker,’ and even a taste of 

whale meat. And for breakfast or 

in a sandwich, don’t miss the 

intriguingly bittersweet geitost, a 

goat’s cheese that’s a delightful 

addition to your culinary journey.

IN CASE OF LOW WIND 
CONDITIONS
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Visiting and relaxing: in 

Norway, it’s almost a given 

that houses come equipped 

with a sauna – the perfect 

relaxation remedy following 

an exhilarating snowkiting 

session. If you find yourself 

restless, a leisurely stroll 

through the city center awaits. 

Geilo is a hub of traditional 

craftsmanship, notably 

celebrated for blacksmithing. 

This presents a splendid 

opportunity to acquire finely 

crafted gifts, whether it’s 

locally forged tools, knives, 

cutlery, or the charming 

handiwork of wooden crafts 

and a range of items made 

from sheepskin and other 

quality hides. Your visit to 

Geilo promises memorable 

encounters with Norwegian 

culture and craftsmanship.

IN CASE OF LOW WIND 
CONDITIONS
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Oslo Airport

Hotel in Geilo
  

3h20min

YOUR itinerary

Tr
an

sf
er

How to get to Geilo

There are two convenient travel options to reach Geilo. You can either opt for a scenic 
drive from Oslo Airport by renting a car or take a relaxing train journey to Gol station, 
followed by a car rental for the remaining 45-minute drive. Choose the mode that suits 
your travel preferences for a seamless journey to Geilo.

Tr
an

sf
er

3h20min

Oslo Airport
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LANGUAGE

The official language is Norwegian. English is widely spoken

TIME DIFFERENCE (GMT+01:00)

12:00 in France corresponds to
12:00 in Oslo, Norway

ELECTRICITY

Current 230 V
Type C & F plug

CURRENCY

The Norwegian Krone
1 euro = 11 Krones

EMERGENCY

Dial 112

USEFUL APPS. Norwegian, Aurora, 
Windy
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OUR CATALOGUE 

- Snowkite beginner course total 6h                       
- Snowkite guide/day course
- Ski touring or splitboard + boots

           

ACCOMMODATION
Oslo

- 1 night The Thief Hotel breakfast included

Geilo
Bardola Hotel

- 7 nights double bedroom breakfast included           
-

Vestlia hotel
- 7 nights double bedroom breakfast included

- Car rental oslo airport or Gol rail station
- Multi risk insurance 

OPTIONS TO CONSIDER

NOT INCLUDED

OUR OFFER

YOUR TAILOR-MADE ADVENTURE

- Flights to Oslo

€ 300pp
€ 380pp
€55 per day

on request

€ 1355

€ 2245

on request
on request



Snowkite Sensation events in video
ETNA  volcano

Svalbard Arctic circle !

Follow us on Instagram or 
visit our website by 

scanning the QR codes.

 OUR SOCIAL  .MEDIA.      



Our general conditions of sale

CANCELLATION BEFORE DEPARTURE  

In accordance with the provisions of Article L211-14-I of the French Tourism Code, the Client may cancel 

all or part of the Order by sending a registered letter with acknowledgement of receipt to the following 

address at the head of these GTC. The date of receipt of the letter shall be the date of cancellation. All 

requests for cancellation must be accompanied by a bank account number of the person placing the 

Order. Any cancellation will result in the collection of at least the following fixed charges:

- 100% refunded 7 days after the first payment

- Between 60 and 31 days before departure: 50% of the total price of the stay will be forfeited to the 

travel operator. 

- Less than 30 days before departure or no-show: 100% of the total amount of the Order and/or the 

accommodation rental, if applicable.

- The service lost due to the cancellation policy of the agency can be recovered only if the 

Provider has subscribed to a multi-risk or cancellation insurance

More information about our Terms of Sales
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SNOWKITE SENSATION S.A.S
Adresse du siége : 3 Square Lamartine 75116 Siren : 

85195573200017
IM075190065

Téléphone : 0033634170314 TVA : FR46851955732
Email : contact@snowkitesensation.com

https://www.snowkitesensation.com/terms-and-conditions/
mailto:contact@snowkitesensation.com


KEEP IN TOUCH
Your agent :

Victor de Clermont-Tonnerre
Available 24/7

 
victorct@snowkitesensation.com

+33 6 34 17 03 14

SNOWKITE SENSATION S.A.S
Adresse du siége : 3 Square Lamartine 75116 

Siren : 85195573200017
IM075190065

Téléphone : 0033634170314 
TVA : FR46851955732

Email : contact@snowkitesensation.com

mailto:contact@snowkitesensation.com

